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(A) A demonstration that residential needs cannot be reasonably accommodated by 
rezoning non-residential land, and  

(B) Compliance with Goal 14 Boundary Location factors. 

The Council finds that the City elected not to use the safe harbor identified in OAR 660-024-
0050(7).  There is no requirement that the City comply with the safe harbors provided in the 
rule. 

The findings on efficiency measures are direct excerpts from pages 33-44 (Rem Rec 10847-
10848) of the Urbanization Report.  The City finds that the examples provided in (9)(a) through 
(9)(i) are illustrative as examples and that the statute does not further require the City to explain 
why the measures cited above were either used or not in the capacity analysis.  The City’s 
proposed package of efficiency measures includes nearly all the suggested measures briefly 
summarized as follows:   

(a)  new increases in permitted densities in the RL and higher minimums required in the RS 
zone and new higher density and housing mix required through future Master Plans;  

(b)   currently adopted incentives such as fee waivers and SDC waivers for affordable 
housing;  
(c)  reduced landscaping and parking for mixed use developments;  
(d)  making currently conditional housing types like duplexes and triplexes permitted 
outright in certain zones as well as smaller lots sizes, parking reductions, and other code 
amendments;  
(e)  slightly higher density ranges for RL and minimum density for RS lands;  
(f)  redevelopment and infill strategies related to proposed Opportunity Sites;  
(g)  allowances for broader types of housing in all zones;  
(h)  continuing the current practice of requiring minimum and maximum densities by plan 
designation; and  
(i)  new Comprehensive Plan and Zoning designations for sites in Opportunity Areas.   

These findings, and findings below, demonstrate how these and other measures have been 
adopted as required by law. 

Approach to Minimum Density 

The Residential TAC reviewed existing minimum densities in the residential zones and made 
the following recommendations:  

x increase the maximum density in the RL zone from 2.2 to 4.0 units per gross acre;  
x increase the minimum density in the RS zone from 2.0 to 4.0 units per gross acre; and 
x retain the existing range of 7.3 to 21.7 units per gross acre in the RM zone. 

The Residential TAC did not support the idea of creating an additional zone, and was 
uncomfortable with having a density gap between the maximum density in the RS zone and the 
minimum density in the RM zone.  Instead of increasing the minimum density in the RM zone, 
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the Residential TAC recommended removing barriers to development of a broader range of 
housing types in the RS and RM zones (see below).  These changes are intended to create a 
greater mix of housing types generally within the currently allowed density ranges.  The overall 
set of changes focus on requiring more mixing of units rather than dramatic increases to density 
levels. 

Given that the average net density of new housing built in the RS zone between 1998 and 2008 
was 4.9 units per net acre, which is roughly 3.9 units per gross acre, the increase in the 
minimum density for the RS zone is expected to cause an increase in overall gross densities for 
new development in that zone.  However, given the history of housing development tending 
towards the lower end of the allowed density range in Bend, housing densities in RS are not 
expected to increase significantly above the new minimum through the 2028 planning horizon.   

The code amendments also revise some aspects of how the density standards apply: 

x Replacement of existing housing in any zone (provided the number of units does not 
change) and development on a vacant platted lot consistent with an approved land 
division are exempt from density standards.  These are tighter and clearer exceptions 
than in the existing code, which excludes “redevelopment within a residential 
neighborhood with an existing pattern of development” and “infill development on a 
vacant platted lot consistent with the adjacent existing pattern of development”. 

x Sensitive lands (wetlands, significant trees, steep slopes, floodplains and other natural 
resource areas designated for protection or conservation) as well as fire breaks (as 
defined in the code) and canal easements are excluded from minimum, but not 
maximum, density calculation.  This will mean that constrained sites will have greater 
flexibility to shift development or not, depending on the site and the market.  Sites with 
heavier constraints are less likely to achieve the full density transfer from those 
constrained lands. 

See Amendments to BDC (Rem Rec 11149).  Specifically,  

x Chapter 2.1 Residential Districts (Rem Rec 11151 – 11158) 

Ensuring Housing Mix 

In order to ensure that housing mix targets are met without increasing the minimum density in 
RM, additional code amendments are targeted at facilitating the needed housing mix in the RS 
zone and ensuring the needed housing mix in the RM zone.   

In the RS zone, the Residential TAC recommended and Council agreed to make additional 
housing types permitted rather than conditional, including: 1) single family attached townhomes; 
2) courtyard housing (detached housing with modified side setbacks); and 3) duplexes and 
triplexes.  These proposed amendments build on work that has already been done by the City 
Council, Community Development Department, and Planning Commission to allow a greater 
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housing mix in the RS Zone (including allowing ADUs, cottage homes, and duplexes on corner 
lots outright subject to special standards).57  

It is worth noting that a development site generally would need to be over 10,000 square feet58 
in order to add a unit (other than an ADU) or partition due to the maximum density standard for 
the RS zone, regardless of the changes proposed.  As a result, the Council believes townhomes 
and duplexes are less likely to be an attractive option for small infill projects, except in the case 
where the lot is large enough to add units, but the siting of the existing home makes it difficult to 
partition lots large enough for a detached home.  The option to retain the existing home on a 
larger lot and still add a few units may enable small infill projects in some circumstances where 
layout is a barrier (rather than land area), but making duplexes, triplexes, and townhomes 
permitted instead of conditional will have minimal impact on infill on small lots.  The Council, 
however, recognizes that the new codes will make it easier for developers to incorporate 
townhomes or duplexes into mid-size subdivision projects where they can use lot size averaging 
to provide a variety of housing types. 

In the RM zone, the Residential TAC recommended and Council agreed to require at least half 
of the units in developments between 3 and 20 acres (large enough for a mix of housing, but 
smaller than the master plan threshold) to be townhomes, duplex/triplex, or multifamily.  This is 
intended to help that zone achieve the needed mix of housing units without changing the 
minimum density.  There are still reasonable exceptions for affordable housing projects that 
meet City standards, mobile homes parks, and cottage homes, all of which provide other ways 
to achieve affordable housing. 

Between 1998 and 2008, SFD housing comprised only about 24% of the new housing units in 
the RM zone overall, so this provision may not significantly shift the balance of housing types in 
that zone.  It does, however, provide an additional back-stop to housing mix to avoid relying 
solely on market forces to produce the mix and to ensure that nearly all housing development in 
the RM zone (other than small infill projects) provides a mix of housing types. 

In addition, efficiency measure code amendments prohibit new SFD housing in the RH zone, in 
order to preserve that zone for attached housing types. 

The Council finds the recommended BDC amendments represent a responsible approach to 
best meet the housing mix targets for Bend, and best balance the various interests of affordable 
housing, changing demographics and market forces, while preserving existing neighborhoods.   
                                                
57 The code amendments related to ADUs, cottage homes, and duplexes on corner lots are all included 
as efficiency measures, despite the fact that they were adopted prior to the UGB adoption package, 
because they have been done since 2008, in response to the Remand. 

58 There are over 8,000 properties with the RS plan designation and/or zone that are over 10,000 square 
feet (including public land, open space, etc.); however, this is less than a third of all properties in the RS 
plan designation / zone. 
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See all amendments to the BDC (Rem Rec 11149) which implement the efficiency measures, or 
by subject area below: 

x Chapter 2.1 Residential Districts (Rem Rec 11151 – 11158) 
x Chapter 4.5 Master Planning and Development Alternatives (Rem Rec 11192-11199) 

Master Plan Density and Mix Requirements 

The current code requires a flat minimum percentage of the maximum density (60%) for master 
planned sites.  The efficiency measure code amendments tailor the requirements to each of the 
residential zones in order to ensure that the standard is realistic for all zones while still making 
efficient use of land in the RS zone.  This is important not only for land inside the UGB, but for 
sites in UGB expansion areas that are large enough to trigger the master planning requirements 
(20 acres or greater).  The Residential TAC recommended the following minimum density for 
master planned sites in each zone (See meeting minutes for the Residential TAC’s November 
11 2015 meeting, Rem Rec 8860):  

x RL: 50% of maximum (2.0) 
x RS: 70% of maximum (5.11) 
x RM: 60% of maximum (13.02) 
x RH: base zone minimum (21.7) 

In addition to a higher minimum density standard for master plan sites, the efficiency measure 
code amendments include the following minimum percentages of housing units that must be 
townhomes, duplex/triplex, or multifamily:   

x RL and RS: at least 10% of units  
x RM: at least 67% of units  
x RH: Single Family Detached not permitted  

Observed past development trends indicate that without minimum mixing requirements, 
developments tend to be built at near minimum densities with higher percentages of single-
family detached dwellings than the needed mix going forward.  The newly proposed mix 
requirements have been calibrated based on the assumptions built into the development types 
within the ET model so that they help ensure that the needed housing mix can be met. 

To support achieving the required mix of housing types, townhomes, duplex/triplex, and 
multifamily housing are all permitted outright when part of a masterplan in the RL and RS zones.  
See Amendments to BDC (Rem Rec 11149), more specifically: 

x Chapter 2.1 Residential Districts (Rem Rec 11151 – 11158) 
x Chapter 4.5 Master Planning and Development Alternatives (Rem Rec 11192-11199) 
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Minimum Lot Size Requirements 

Reductions to minimum lot sizes for certain housing types in the higher-density residential 
zones are proposed in order to allow more opportunities to build at the higher end of the allowed 
density range.  Proposed changes to minimum lot area include: 

x SFD Housing in the RL zone: from 15,000 square feet (sf) to 10,000 sf 
x SFD Housing in the RM zone: from 3,000 sf to 2,500 sf 
x Duplex/triplex) in the RL zone: from 30,000 sf to 20,000 sf 
x Duplex/triplex in the RM & RH zones: remove minimum lot size, and allow gross density, 

minimum open space requirements, and other development standards to control  
x Townhomes in the RH zone: from 2,000 sf per unit to 1,200 sf per unit 
x Townhomes in the RM zone: from 2,000 sf per unit to 1,600 sf per unit 
x MF housing in the RM & RH zones: remove minimum lot size, and allow gross density 

and other development standards to control the allowed number of units 

Because the gross density standards control the number of units allowed on a given property, 
these changes primarily provide greater flexibility to achieve the upper ranges of the gross 
density standard for the zone on constrained sites and sites with more right-of-way and/or open 
space dedication.  See Amendments to BDC (Rem Rec 11149), more specifically: 

x Chapter 2.1 Residential Districts (Rem Rec 11151 – 11158) 

Density Bonuses 

In May 2015, the City adopted an affordable housing density bonus provision in the BDC that 
allows development at up to 1.5 times the maximum gross density of the zone where some or 
all of the units are affordable (in conformance with City standards addressing target income 
levels and maintaining affordability59) – the greater the percentage of affordable units, the 
greater the density bonus.  The City also has other affordable housing incentives, including a 
height bonus (10’), an allowance for more lot coverage, expedited review and permit 
processing, planning and building fee exemptions, and system development charge deferrals.  
These are considered efficiency measures and are important tools to encourage production of 
affordable housing and reduce costs for developers of affordable housing, but will have limited 
impact on capacity overall since affordable housing represents a relatively small portion of 
housing growth.  See Amendments to BDC (Rem Rec 11149), more specifically: 

x Chapter 2.1 Residential Districts (Rem Rec 11151 – 11158) 
x Chapter 2.7 Special Planned Districts (Rem Rec 11172 – 11182) 
x Chapter 3.3 Vehicle Parking, Loading and Bicycle Parking (Rem Rec 11183 – 11186) 

                                                
59 BDC 3.6.200(C) 
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New Mixed Use Zones 

The proposed code amendments include two new mixed use plan designations and 
corresponding implementing zones: urban-scale (“Mixed Use – Urban” or MU) and 
neighborhood-scale (“Mixed Use – Neighborhood” or MN).  The new zones are intended to 
accommodate a range of residential and commercial uses in pedestrian-oriented mixed use 
centers and corridors.  The scale of uses in the MN zone (primarily building heights) is less 
intense than the MU zone.  The Employment TAC recommended including the new mixed use 
zones in the BDC and designating specific opportunity sites with the new Mixed Use plan 
designations and, in some cases, zones (see “Changes to Plan Designations for Opportunity 
Sites” on page 40; Rem Rec 10854).  

The mixed use zones allow residential uses outright as well as when part of mixed use 
development.  There are no maximum density standards for residential uses other than the 
height and setback standards.  They are subject to the RM zone minimum density (7.3 units per 
acre) on the portion of the site used for ground-floor residential, though there is no minimum 
density for vertical mixed use.  They also allow for an urban style of development with no 
minimum landscaping requirement (aside from parking lot and setback landscaping); reduced 
minimum parking standards for the MU zone (similar to the CBD rather than the standard for the 
rest of the city – see next section for details); no minimum front setback and a 10’ maximum 
front setback. 

The impact of the new mixed use zones is discussed under “Changes to Plan Designations for 
Opportunity Sites” on page 40; Rem Rec 10854).  

See Amendments to BDC (Rem Rec 11149), more specifically: 

x Chapter 2.1 Residential Districts (Rem Rec 11151 – 11158) 
x Chapter 2.2 Commercial Zoning Districts (Rem Rec 11159 – 11161) 
x Chapter 2.3 Mixed-Use Zoning Districts (Rem Rec 11162 – 11171) 
x Chapter 2.7 Special Planned Districts (Rem Rec 11172 – 11182) 
x Chapter 3.3 Vehicle Parking, Loading and Bicycle Parking (Rem Rec 11183 – 11186) 
x Chapter 4.6 Land Use District Map and Text Amendments  (Rem Rec 11200)  

Revisions to Parking Standards 

Targeted revisions to parking standards are proposed as part of the draft package of code 
amendments adopted with the UGB. 

x Reductions to parking requirements for residential and commercial uses in the MU zone, 
similar to those in place for the CBD (e.g. 1 space per housing unit, regardless of size 
and type; 1 space per 500 square feet of commercial for all commercial uses). 
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x Allow on-street parking along the property frontage to count for up to 100% of required 
parking in the MU and MN zones. 

x Allow on-street parking along the property frontage to count even if parking is only 
allowed on one side of the street. 

x Provide automatic 5% reduction to minimum parking requirements for mixed use 
development. 

x Provide automatic 10% reduction to minimum parking requirements for development 
adjacent to transit. 

x Apply existing parking reduction for affordable housing (1 space per housing unit) 
regardless of location, rather than limiting it to locations within 660 feet of transit.   

x Reductions to parking for 1-bedroom duplexes and triplexes (from 2 to 1 space per unit) 

More comprehensive revisions to parking standards will be considered through the Parking 
Study, which is currently underway.  See Amendments to BDC (Rem Rec 11149), specifically: 

x Chapter 2.1 Residential Districts (Rem Rec 11151 – 11158) 
x Chapter 2.2 Commercial Zoning Districts (Rem Rec 11159 – 11161) 
x Chapter 2.3 Mixed-Use Zoning Districts (Rem Rec 11162 – 11171) 
x Chapter 2.7 Special Planned Districts (Rem Rec 11172 – 11182) 
x Chapter 3.3 Vehicle Parking, Loading and Bicycle Parking (Rem Rec 11183 – 11186) 
x Chapter 3.6 Special Standards and Regulations for Certain Uses (Rem Rec 11189 – 

11200) 

Allowing More Intense Development in the Mixed Employment Zone 

The Mixed Employment (ME) zone allows for a wide range of uses.  Currently, it is subject to a 
50% maximum lot coverage limitation and a 10-foot minimum front setback that make it difficult 
to build more intense development.  The package of code amendments includes removing both 
of those limitations.  It also includes a height bonus of 10 feet for vertical mixed use or 
affordable housing in the ME zone.  Amendments to the ME zone also ensure that housing is 
built as part of a mixed use development.  Housing that is part of horizontal mixed use must 
meet RM zone minimum densities where there is only a small non-residential component to the 
development or where the site is adjacent to transit.  Several auto-oriented commercial uses are 
also proposed to become conditional, rather than permitted uses, in order to encourage more 
walkable, pedestrian-friendly development.  Combined with modest reductions to parking 
requirements, these adjustments will allow and encourage more intensive and efficient 
development, though parking requirements will still limit the ability to build urban-scale 
development in this zone.  See Amendments to BDC (Rem Rec 11149), specifically: 

x Chapter 2.3 Mixed-Use Zoning Districts (Rem Rec 11162 – 11171) 
x Chapter 3.3 Vehicle Parking, Loading and Bicycle Parking (Rem Rec 11183 – 11186) 
x Chapter 3.6 Special Standards and Regulations for Certain Uses (Rem Rec 11189 – 

11200) 
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Residential Density in Commercial and Mixed Use Zones 

Currently, there are no minimum or maximum density standards for residential uses developed 
in commercial or mixed use zones.  In commercial zones, residential uses are only permitted as 
part of a mixed use development, but this can include “horizontal” mixed use where the uses are 
in separate buildings and the residential uses are on the ground floor.  In mixed use zones, 
residential uses are allowed (outright or conditionally) as stand-alone uses as well as through 
mixed use developments. 

In order to ensure that land for housing in the commercial and mixed use zones is used 
efficiently, the package of code amendments includes minimum density standards for targeted 
areas.  Minimum residential density standards apply to: 

x all horizontal mixed use development adjacent to transit in commercial and mixed use 
zones;  

x horizontal mixed use development in which residential uses are primary in the ME and 
PO zones; and 

x all residential development (except vertical mixed use) in the MU and MN zones. 

The minimum density for such sites is the same as in the RM zone (7.3 units per acre), 
measured only on the portion of the site dedicated to residential uses on the ground-floor.  
There continues to be no maximum density standard (except through the height and lot 
coverage limitations) for residential in the commercial or mixed use zones, and no minimum or 
maximum for “vertical” mixed use, where the housing is above commercial.  See Amendments 
to BDC (Rem Rec 11149), specifically: 

x Chapter 2.1 Residential Districts (Rem Rec 11151 – 11158) 
x Chapter 2.2 Commercial Zoning Districts (Rem Rec 11159 – 11161) 
x Chapter 2.3 Mixed-Use Zoning Districts (Rem Rec 11162 – 11171) 
x Chapter 2.7 Special Planned Districts (Rem Rec 11172 – 11182) 
x Chapter 3.6 Special Standards and Regulations for Certain Uses (Rem Rec 11189 – 

11200) 

Changes to Plan Designations for Opportunity Areas 

The Residential and Employment TACs identified a number of opportunity sites within the 
existing UGB to consider site-specific efficiency measures.  Some opportunity areas were 
identified as having redevelopment potential, while others are large vacant sites where a 
broader range of uses or housing types than is permitted under existing zoning is feasible.  The 
full set of opportunity areas is identified on Figure 4-3.  Those identified for comprehensive plan 
map amendments and/or zone changes are listed below.  
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Figure 4-3. Opportunity Areas  
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Opportunity Area 1: Bend Central District 

The City of Bend was awarded a Transportation and Growth Management (TGM) grant to 
develop a plan for the Bend Central District (BCD).  The plan was completed in July 2014 and it 
included recommended amendments to the Bend General Plan, TSP, and BDC to implement a 
new special plan district for the area.  The project included significant public outreach that 
developed support for implementing the recommended plan and code amendments. The 
Residential and Employment TACs also supported moving forward with more intensive, mixed-
use development in the BCD opportunity area.  

Recommendation: Apply the BCD Special Plan District and rezone areas currently zoned IL that 
have an ME plan designation to ME.  No change to plan designations proposed or necessary. 

Opportunity Area 2: East Downtown  

There is minimal redevelopment potential in this area in the 2028 planning horizon, though it 
presents a longer-term opportunity to extend the downtown. 

Recommendation: Amend plan designation from General Commercial (CG) to Mixed Use Urban 
(MU) as part of the UGB adoption package.  Applying the plan designation expresses the intent 
for this opportunity area and facilitates property owner initiated rezones when they are ready to 
develop.  

Opportunity Area 3: Central West Side 

Bend’s Central Westside is changing rapidly with new residential development, schools, parks, 
and an expanded OSU-Cascades campus on the horizon.  To prepare for these investments, 
the City applied for and was awarded a Transportation and Growth Management (TGM) grant to 
develop the Central Westside Plan (CWP).  

The CWP has been proceeding on a parallel track with the UGB project.  The TACs for the UGB 
project identified the Central Westside as an opportunity area because of the potential to 
accommodate additional employment and housing development in the area relative to what 
would be allowed in the Base Case under existing plan designations and zoning. 

The Central Westside advisory committee took the lead on identifying areas suitable for Mixed-
Use development.  Based on the analysis done for the CWP, the Century Drive area (currently 
designated IL, CC, CG, and CL) is expected to have capacity for about 410 housing units by 
2028 (about 275 on vacant land). 

Recommendation: Change IL, CC, CG, and CL plan designations to MU.  Change the plan 
designation on the strip of Deschutes County-owned property north of Simpson from PF to RM.  
Rezoning can be initiated following UGB adoption.   
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Opportunity Area 4: KorPine Industrial Area  

The Residential and Employment TACs identified this area, currently designated General 
Industrial (IG), as an opportunity to transition to higher density, mixed use development.  
 
Recommendation: Amend plan and zoning designations from General Industrial (IG) to MU as 
part of the UGB adoption process.  The MU zone provides flexibility regarding continuation of 
existing uses, which will limit concerns about non-conforming uses.   

Opportunity Area 6: 15th Street Ward Property   

This opportunity area includes over 200 vacant acres in common ownership (excluding land 
recently acquired for a community park) and can accommodate substantially more housing 
units, including a greater mix of housing units, than allowed under current RS zoning. This 
represents a significant opportunity for increasing efficiency of land inside the existing UGB.  

Recommendation: Amend the plan and zoning map designations for this opportunity area to 
include roughly 8.3 acres of RM, 6.4 acres of RH, 10.2 acres of ME, 5 acres of Convenience 
Commercial (CC), and 11 acres of Limited Commercial (CL) in addition to RS as part of the 
UGB adoption package. The acreage for each zone was refined based on testimony from the 
property owner and direction from the USC (Rem Rec 4142, 5321, 6076, and oral testimony at 
9215 and10151).  

Opportunity Area 7: COID Property  

This 130-acre area is currently in public ownership by the Central Oregon Irrigation District 
(COID), which submitted testimony requesting to make the land available for residential 
development.  It is encumbered by a view easement through 2035, but over the longer-term 
future may provide an opportunity for housing (Rem Rec 5487, 5475). 

Recommendation: Amend the plan map from PF to RS on the on the portion of the site that is 
outside the river canyon and not constrained by steep slopes or Areas of Special Interest as 
part of the UGB adoption process (RS zoning is already in place).  

The amendments described above are adopted and implemented through many different 
regulatory documents including the Comprehensive Plan and maps through the BDC and 
Zoning Map.  Record references by subject are provided below as evidence. 

x Chapter 2.1 Residential Districts (Rem Rec 11151 – 11158) 
x Chapter 2.2 Commercial Zoning Districts (Rem Rec 11159 – 11161) 
x Chapter 2.3 Mixed-Use Zoning Districts (Rem Rec 11162 – 11171) 
x Chapter 2.7 Special Planned Districts (Rem Rec 11172 – 11182) 
x Chapter 3.3 Vehicle Parking, Loading and Bicycle Parking (Rem Rec 11183 – 11186) 
x Chapter 3.4 Public Improvement Standards (Rem Rec 11187 – 11188) 
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x Chapter 3.6 Special Standards and Regulations for Certain Uses (Rem Rec 11189 – 
11200) 

x Chapter 4.5 Master Planning and Development Alternatives (Rem Rec 11192-11199) 
x Chapter 4.6 Land Use District Map and Text Amendments  (Rem Rec 11200) 
x See also related proposed amendments to the zoning map (Rem Rec 11147-11148) and 

comprehensive plan map (Rem Rec 11145-11146) and enabling policy from the 
Comprehensive Plan and supporting technical documentation (Rem Rec 10310-10994)   

Conclusion:  The Council finds that Section 4.4.7 above documents that the City is adopting a 
robust package of efficiency measures (BDC text and Plan and Zoning Map Amendments) with 
the 2016 UGB that will demonstrably increase the likelihood of higher density residential 
development and a mix of housing types consistent with the need identified in the HNA. 
Proposed plan and zoning map amendments are targeted to specific opportunity areas with 
characteristics (such as location on transit corridors and in proximity to amenities) to support 
higher residential densities and mixed use development.  

Table 4-16 summarizes actions and measures included in the package of efficiency measures 
(relative to those listed in ORS 197.296(9).  
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Table 4-16. Efficiency Measures to Accommodate Needed Housing 

Efficiency Measures in 
ORS 197.296 

Efficiency Measures Packaged with UGB Adoption or Adopted by City in 
Response to Remand (See Rem Rec  11149) 

Increases in permitted 
density on existing 
residential land 

Increased permitted density in RL zone from 2.2 to 4.0 units/acre. 

Financial incentives for 
higher density housing 

The BDC was amended in May 2015 to include incentives for affordable 
housing (BDC 3.6.200.C), including: a) Expedited review and permit 
processing, b) Planning/building fee exemptions up to $10,000 per 
project, c) System Development Charge deferrals, and d) Density and 
height bonuses when affordable housing units are provided. 

Provisions permitting 
additional density beyond 
that generally allowed in 
the zoning district 

Density bonus for affordable housing in all residential zones adopted in 
May 2015 (BDC 2.1.600.D). Bonus is tied to the percentage of affordable 
units; up to a maximum bonus of 1.5 times the maximum density.  

Removal or easing of 
approval standards or 
procedures 

Measures easing approval procedures include: 
x ADU changed from conditional to permitted use in RS, RL and 

SR 2 ½ zones (already permitted in all other residential zones) in 
2016.  

x Single family courtyard housing, attached single family 
townhomes, duplexes and triplexes changed from conditional to 
permitted use in RS zone. 

x Provide new option for streamlined review process (Type II) for 
master plans where clear and objective standards are met. 

Measures removing or easing approval standards include: 
x Reduced minimum lot sizes for SFD housing in RL and RM 

zones.  
x Reduced minimum lot area for townhomes in the RM and RH 

zones.  
x Eliminated minimum lot area for duplexes, triplexes, and MF 

housing in the RM and RH zones, allowing gross density to 
control the allowed number of units.  

x Reduced required parking standards for one-bedroom 
duplex/triplex units. 
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Table 4-16. Efficiency Measures to Accommodate Needed Housing 

Efficiency Measures in 
ORS 197.296 

Efficiency Measures Packaged with UGB Adoption or Adopted by City in 
Response to Remand (See Rem Rec  11149) 

Minimum density ranges 
 
See changes in BDC Table 2.1.500 (Rem Rec  11154), including: 

x Increased minimum density for RS zone from 2.0 to 4.0 
units/gross acre. 

x Increased minimum density requirement for RS master plan to 
70% of maximum (5.11) rather than 60% of maximum (4.38). 

x Established minimum densities for residential uses in Commercial 
and Mixed Use Zones in locations adjacent to transit and in 
mixed use zones where residential uses are primary. 

Redevelopment and infill 
strategies 

The changes to plan designations and zones for the central opportunity 
areas are intended to support mixed use redevelopment and infill in those 
areas. 
Targeted reductions to parking standards and height and density bonuses 
for affordable housing also support infill and redevelopment.  

Authorization of housing 
types not previously 
allowed 

See summary of changes relating to removal or easing of approval 
standards or procedures.  
Discretionary conditional use approval had previously been required for 
ADUs, SF courtyard housing, attached SF townhomes, duplexes and 
triplexes in the RS zone – they will all be permitted outright.  

Adoption of average 
residential density 
standard 

BDC specifies minimum/maximum residential densities for each zone.  
Because these are gross, rather than net, density standards, they allow 
for density averaging within a development site. Changes such as 
removing minimum lot size standards for multifamily support the ability to 
provide a range of housing densities within a development, provided that 
the average density is within the permitted range.  

Rezoning or redesignation 
of nonresidential land 

Targeted plan map amendments and zone changes for key opportunity 
sites (currently designated commercial and/or industrial) will be packaged 
with the UGB adoption.  Redesignation of some nonresidential land to 
Mixed Use will provide capacity to accommodate higher density housing 
at appropriate locations within the current UGB (such as the Bend Central 
District, Century Drive area of Central Westside Plan, and KorPine). 

 

  


